ICEPACK

What is the ICEPACK?

- The ISU Clean Educational Pool Actors collectively referred to as the ‘ICEPACK’ Skaters are part of the ISU Educational Pool created in line with the World Anti-Doping Code—International Standard of Education 2021.
- The ICEPACK Skaters are the Skaters who skate at the highest level at ISU Events and are subject to Doping control.

Why am I part of the ICEPACK? What kind of Skaters are included in the ICEPACK?

- Skaters belonging to the ISU Registered Testing Pool (RTP Skaters), Senior and Junior levels
- Skaters returning from Sanctions if any
- Junior Skaters of ISU Members which are deemed to be at ‘high risk’ as per the ISU general Anti-Doping Risk Assessment matrix
- Junior Skaters participating at ISU Junior Events and finishing in the Top 8 (who are not yet part of the ISU RTP)

Other categories of Skaters that shall be determined by the ISU Anti-Doping Department

Notification

Skaters shall be notified of their inclusion to the ICEPACK by the ISU Anti-Doping Department in the form of an email? letter sent to them.

Roles and Responsibilities of an ICEPACK Skater

To provide a record of relevant educational activities which can be in the form of:

- e-Learning course completion certificates (like the ISU’s Pure as Ice module or an eLearning module through their NADO),
- proof of participation at in-person or online Anti-Doping Educational workshops, etc.
- other relevant activities’ records to be assessed by the ISU Anti-Doping Department.

This needs to be sent to cleansport@isu.ch

If there are major changes in the WADA Code or the International Standards or any other relevant regulation, the ICEPACK Skaters will be informed by the ISU of any new responsibilities.

#PUREASICE

antidoping@isu.ch
FAQ’s

1. I received a notification of my inclusion in the ICEPACK. But I have not completed an Anti-Doping eLearning course. What should I do?
   ➢ If you have received a notification letter about your inclusion in the ICEPACK and you have not completed an Anti-Doping educational course in the form of eLearning or not attended any seminars, you have 2 months to fulfil this obligation.

2. What is the validity of my Anti-Doping educational courses?
   ➢ The record of your relevant educational activities is valid for 2 years unless there are major changes in the Code or the International Standards or any other relevant regulation provided that such record is dated no earlier than July 2021 (for the seasons 2021-22 and 2022-23).

3. I have done a course conducted and organized by the NADO of my country. Will this count as a ‘record of my relevant educational activity’?
   ➢ Yes. In this case, a record of relevant educational activities can be in the form of:
     • e-Learning course completion certificates (like the ISU’s Pure as Ice module or an eLearning module through their NADO),
     • proof of participation at in-person or online Anti-Doping Educational workshops, etc.
     • Other records, if any, will be assessed by the ISU Anti-Doping Department

4. How long will I be part of the ICEPACK? Is it a bad thing to be part of the ICEPACK? Does it mean I will be tested more often being an ICEPACK Skater?
   ➢ Being part of the ICEPACK does not have a negative connotation and should not reflect otherwise. It also does not mean that ICEPACK Skaters will get tested more than other Skaters. Being part of the ICEPACK means that you are part of the Clean Sport community with a responsibility to educate yourself about Anti-Doping and Clean Sport. You will be part of the ICEPACK as long as you skate for ISU competitions, and your proof of educational certificates is valid for 2 seasons. Don’t worry, you will be informed by the ISU of any additional obligations you will have to fulfill, should this become necessary. Be proud to be an ICEPACK Skater who skates Clean and Pure as Ice!